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SISD ACTIVITIES CODE OF CONDUCT 
Realizing the educational opportunities afforded by diverse activities away from the 
school site, the Southeast Island School District supports and encourages involvement 
by as many students as possible. Realizing, also, that each student of SISD is a 
representative of and an ambassador for our Schools and Communities, we are 
requiring that each student and parent/guardian review this code of conduct and sign an 
acknowledgment of understanding and agreement to abide by the SISD ACTIVITIES 
CODE OF CONDUCT throughout this entire activity. Thank you very much for 
representing SISD.                                                   
STUDENT:_____________________________ DATE:____/____/______ 
 
SCHOOL: __________________________________________________ 
 
ACTIVITY: _________________________________________________ 
 

1. I will show respect toward everyone during this entire activity. 
2. As an ambassador of myself, my family, my school site, SISD and of my 

Community, I will introduce myself to others in a positive way and accept 
their introductions with a friendly,  positive attitude to promote future 
interactions and growth. 

3. If I find myself in an area or situation where the use, possession and/or 
distribution of alcohol, tobacco, or drugs is taking place, I will immediately 
remove myself from the area & immediately report the situation to my 
sponsor. 

4. I will demonstrate safe behavior during the entire activity. No dangerous 
items will be brought on the activity or purchased during the time away 
from site. Flagrant actions during activities will have the minimum 
consequence of missing the next trip. 

5. I will be in the presence of the Sponsor for the entire trip unless buddies or 
groups are assigned by the Sponsor. I will then be in the presence of my 
buddy or group during that designated time until back with my Sponsor. 

6. I realize that I may be sent home at my parents/guardians expense if my 
actions are extreme, i.e. breaking laws, fighting, shoplifting, etc. 

 
 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 (Student Signature) 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 (Parent/Guardian Signature) 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 (Sponsor Signature, i.e. Chaperone, Teacher, Coach, etc.) 
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